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Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

C
A
B
D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Identify four ways in which sourcing rules significantly
improve efficiency of procurement processes. (Choose four.)
A. Giving you the ability to identify the priority to be given
to the local sites of a global supplier.
B. Assigning sourcing rules at the item or item-organization
level using an assignment set.
C. Allowing the implementer to define a single sourcing rule
for an item at the Item Master level, to cater to all inventory
organizations.
D. Automatically allocating planned orders across different
suppliers based on predetermined criteria such as rank and
percentage.
E. Allowing you to identify the most efficient shipping method
to be used for a specific sourcing rule,
F. Sourcing the highest percentage of an item from only those
suppliers who ranked the highest.
G. Allowing you to transfer from one supplier site to the
other, if It is a global supplier.
Answer: A,B,D,E
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